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Abstract. A cloud resolving model (CRM) is used to investigate the formation of orographic cirrus clouds in the current and future climate. The formation of cirrus clouds depends on a variety of dynamical and thermodynamical processes, which act on different scales. First, the capability of
the CRM in realistically simulating orographic cirrus clouds
has been tested by comparing the simulated results to aircraft
measurements of an orographic cirrus cloud. The influence
of a warmer climate on the microphysical and optical properties of cirrus clouds has been investigated by initializing the
CRM with vertical profiles of horizontal wind, potential temperature and equivalent potential temperature, respectively.
The vertical profiles are extracted from IPCC A1B simulations for the current climate and for the period 2090–2099
for two regions representative for North and South America.
The influence of additional moisture in a future climate on
the propagation of gravity waves and the formation of orographic cirrus could be estimated. In a future climate, the increase in moisture dampens the vertical propagation of gravity waves and the occurring vertical velocities in the moist
simulations. Together with higher temperatures fewer ice
crystals nucleate homogeneously. Assuming that the relative humidity does not change in a warmer climate the specific humidity in the model is increased. This increase in
specific humidity in a warmer climate results in a higher ice
water content. The net effect of a reduced ice crystal number
concentration and a higher ice water content is an increased
optical depth. However, in some moist simulations dynamical changes contribute to changes in the ice water content,
ice crystal number concentration and optical depth. For the
corresponding dry simulations dynamical changes are more
pronounced leading to a decreased optical depth in a future
climate in some cases.
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1

Introduction

Cirrus clouds have a strong influence on the radiative budget of the earth. They can either cool or warm the EarthAtmosphere system depending on their microphysical properties like ice water content or ice crystal number concentration. Generally, optically thick cirrus clouds exert a cooling effect and optically thin clouds a warming effect. The
global net effect of cirrus clouds tends to warm the EarthAtmosphere-system (Chen et al., 2000). Our understanding
of the formation of cirrus clouds and their resulting microphysical and optical properties is crucial to predict changes
in the radiative budget in the future climate. However, as the
formation of cirrus clouds depends on very complex multiscale dynamical and microphysical processes, their formation and life cycle is not well known (Spichtinger et al.,
2005a,b). A significant part of the uncertainties in the
prediction of future climate in general circulation models
(GCM) arises from the representation of cirrus cloud formation (Zhang et al., 2005). As in most GCMs only large
scale vertical velocities are calculated and the manifold dynamical processes which strongly influence the formation of
cirrus are not taken into account, the cirrus cloud amount is
underestimated in many GCMs and no reliable prediction of
a change in cirrus cloud cover is possible as the correct underlying physical process is not taken into account. There are
only two parameterizations for GCMs (the HadAM3 and the
ECHAM5 model) available which at least take the formation
of orographic cirrus clouds into account (Dean et al., 2005;
Joos et al., 2008). Additionally, anthropogenic aerosols can
change the ice crystal number concentration and exert an
anthropogenic forcing comparable to the forcing on warm
clouds (Penner et al., 2009). An estimation of the influence
of a changing climate on the formation of (orographic) cirrus
and the radiative budget is still difficult.
In order to estimate the changes in orographic cirrus cloud
cover in a warmer climate, it is necessary to determine the
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key processes, which influence the formation of orographic
cirrus. Here, changes in the flow regime due to a change
in atmospheric stability caused by a change in the temperature and moisture profiles, an increase of horizontal wind
speed especially in the upper troposphere and, of course, the
changes due to warmer temperatures have to be taken into account. There are several studies describing the influence of
moisture on the propagation of orographically excited gravity
waves (see e.g. Durran and Klemp (1983); Jiang (2003)). The
additional moisture weakens the atmospheric stability and
amplitudes of the gravity waves and thus the vertical velocities which strongly influence the ice crystal number concentration. Additionally, the vertical wavelength is increased.
On the other hand, the increase in horizontal wind speed
leads to an increase of the amplitudes and vertical velocities
of the waves. In order to investigate the impact of these two
opposing effects, which we expect in a changing climate, we
present simulations with the non-hydrostatic anelastic model
EULAG (Prusa et al., 2008). As in this model a detailed
ice microphysical scheme is implemented (Spichtinger and
Gierens, 2009) it can be used in order to assess the dynamical and thermodynamical changes in a future climate and its
influence on the formation of orographic cirrus clouds.
In order to determine the importance of the individual processes, idealized simulations were carried out where changes
in the temperature profiles, the relative humidity with respect
to ice (RHi) and the position of the ice supersaturated layer
have been investigated. In order to determine the changes in
the microphysical and optical properties of orographic cirrus
in a future climate, simulations initialized with vertical profiles taken from IPCC simulations for the beginning and the
end of the 21st century were performed.
In Sect. 2 the model used for this study is introduced
briefly. In Sect. 3 we show the model’s capability to simulate realistic orographic cirrus by comparing the results of a
simulation with in situ aircraft measurements. In Sect. 4 we
present results of idealized simulations and discuss them and
in Sect. 5 the results of the simulations initialized with IPCC
profiles are presented. In Sect. 6 we summarize our work and
draw some conclusions.

2

Model description

For this study we use the anelastic, non-hydrostatic model
EULAG (Smolarkiewicz and Margolin, 1997; Prusa et al.,
2008; Grabowski and Smolarkiewicz, 2002). In the standard version of the model used for this study, a two-moment
bulk ice microphysics scheme is implemented and “moist”
dynamics and a coupling of dynamics and thermodynamics
is performed.
In the ice-microphysics scheme the ice classes correspond
to different nucleation processes (homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing) and include the processes of ice crystal
nucleation, depositional growth/evaporation and sedimentaAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7825–7845, 2009
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tion. In our simulations only homogeneous freezing is considered as it can be assumed that the formation of orographic
cirrus is dominated by high vertical velocities and supersaturations and that homogeneous freezing is the dominant
freezing mechanism (Kärcher and Ström, 2003). The homogeneous nucleation rate is parameterized according to Koop
et al. (2000). The background aerosol (sulfuric acid) is distributed log-normally with a modal radius rm = 25 nm for
aqueous solution droplets and geometric standard deviation
σ = 1.4. In Spichtinger and Gierens (2009) it was found that
this setup gives reliable results for homogeneous nucleation
events. For a more detailed description of the ice microphysics scheme see Spichtinger and Gierens (2009). For all
simulations shown in this study, a 2-dimensional (x-z plane)
model domain is used. The detailed model setup for each
simulation is described at the beginning of every chapter.

3

Model verification: simulation of the INCA-case

In order to show the model’s capability to represent the formation of orographic cirrus clouds, measurements from the
INCA (Interhemispheric differences in cirrus properties from
anthropogenic emissions) campaign (Gayet et al., 2004) are
used as comparison. The INCA-campaign took place in
April 2000 over Punta Arenas, Chile and in October 2000
over Prestwick, Scotland, respectively. The measurements
used for this comparison were taken on the 5th of April 2000
between 18:00 and 19:00 UTC on a flight track at 53◦ S from
69.2◦ W to 76◦ W. During this flight, the vertical velocity,
ice crystal number concentration and ice water content in an
orographic cloud were measured. Vertical velocities were
measured with a five-hole probe only during constant altitude flight sections. The accuracy of the vertical velocity
is estimated to be on the order of 0.1 m s−1 (Bögel and Baumann, 1991). Ice particle concentrations were measured with
a combination of two instruments, the FSSP-300 and 2DC-C
optical probe onboard the DLR Falcon (Gayet et al., 2002,
2004). The particle concentrations used for this comparison
refer to the particle size range 3–800 micrometer in diameter.
Furthermore, residual particle measurement with the Counterflow Virtual Impactor, CVI (Noone et al., 1993) have been
carried out.
In order to test the model’s capability to represent orographic cirrus clouds in a correct way, these measurements
are compared to a 2-dimensional simulation with the EULAG model. As initial profiles we used the temperature and
wind data from the ECMWF (European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts) Reanalyse data for the 5th of April
2000 at 18:00 UTC when the measurements were taken. Additionally, a realistic topography from the National Geographical Data Centre (NGDC, Hastings et al. (1999)) is implemented. Figure 1 shows the initial profiles of temperature T (z), potential temperature θ (z), horizontal wind speed
u(z) and pressure p(z), respectively. The wind direction is
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7825/2009/
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Fig. 1. Initial vertical profiles of temperature T , potential temperature θ , horizontal wind speed u and pressure p taken from the ECMWF
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crease such that the ISSR shifts in a different vertical phase
of the wave. On the other hand, the temperature increase
changes the available water vapor under the assumption of a
constant relative humidity and has an influence on the depositional growth. In order to assess the importance of these
individual thermodynamical and dynamical processes and its
influence on the formation of cirrus clouds, the temperature
inside the ISSR has been changed and the height of the ISSR
is shifted to a lower/higher position such that a change in the
wave phase is simulated.
The model is initialized with the ambient potential temperature and pressure profiles θ (z) and p(z) according to
Clark and Farley (1984), using a constant Brunt-Väisäla frequency N over the whole troposphere. From θ (z) and p(z)
the physical temperature T (z) and the density ρ(z) can be
calculated. Additionally, a wind profile u(z) is prescribed:
between 0 and 2 km height, u(z) increases from 4 m s−1 to
9 m s−1 . From 2 km to 12 km the horizontal velocity is constant (u(z) = 9 m s−1 ). Above that level it decreases linearly
until u(z = 15 km) = −10 m s−1 . For these simulations we
use a 2-D domain (x-z-plane) with a horizontal extension of
320 km and a vertical extension of 20 km with a bell shaped
mountain in the middle of the domain. The mountain shape
can be described as
H (x) =

h0
1+

x2
a2

(1)

where a = 10 000 m is the half-width of the mountain and
h0 = 600 m the maximum height, respectively. The nondimensional mountain height is given by ĥ = N h0 /u = 0.6
which leads to a hydrostatic mountain wave. The horizontal
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1. A shift of the initial θ profiles such that the temperature
in the middle of the reference ISSR is 210 K and 230 K,
respectively (see Fig. 4).
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hand, an increase in moisture could lead to a damping of the gravity waves amplitude and
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Fig. 4. Initial vertical profiles of temperature T , potential temperature θ and wind speed u for the idealized
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Fig. 4. Initial vertical profiles of temperature T , potential temperature θ and wind speed u for the idealized

simulations. Black lines denote the reference case. The black box shows the position of the ISSR for the
reference case.
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results
shown
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depth
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although
in the simulation with RHi = 110% the formation
is then calculated
(Fu and
Liou, 1992);
waterasvapor
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at colder temperatures. IWP for the cold case decreases to 1.6 g m−2 , which
of the cirrus cloud starts ∼1 h later than in the other simula−2
b
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the warm
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13.9 gfor
mRHi
, which
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This means,
that thetofigure
= 110%, 120% and
)
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RHi
=
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as
the pictures refer
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to different stages of development of the cloud. Comparing
where IWP is the ice water path in g m−2 , reff is the effective
10 the results for all cases at the same time (3 h) after the first nuradius in µm, a = − 6.656×10−3 and b = 3.686.
cleation does not change the overall picture. Therefore here
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the results after t = 5 h are shown referring to different stages
of development of the cloud.
For the case of RHi=120% (middle panel) it can be seen
that the IWP decreases strongly with decreasing temperature when RHi is kept constant because much less water vapor is available at colder temperatures. IWP for the
cold case decreases to 1.6 g m−2 , which corresponds to a
reduction of 64%. The mean value for the warm case
amounts to 13.9 g m−2 , which corresponds to an increase of
212% compared to the reference case. The ICNC increases
strongly for the cold case and decreases for the warm case
as the crystal growth rate decreases significantly with decreasing temperature and thus the water vapor is removed
at a slower rate and RHi remains high enough for further
homogeneous nucleation (see Kärcher and Lohmann (2002);
Spichtinger and Gierens (2009)). The mean ICNC for the
warm case is 0.12×109 m−2 which represents a reduction
of 59%, whereas for the cold case there is an increase of
303% to 1.17×109 m−2 . In the warm case there is no second maximum in the IWP. Due to the warmer temperatures
there are less crystals which grow more rapidly and start to
sediment. Therefore the horizontal extent of the cloud is reduced compared to the reference case but the mean optical
depth is higher. In the cold case the crystals are advected over
about 80 km without a drastic fallout and start to grow in the
second small updraft region. The resulting optical depth for
T = 230 K amounts to 0.88 and for T = 210 K to 0.54. This
corresponds to a decrease/increase of 13%/42% for the cold
and warm case, respectively. Thus, in the warm case the increase of IWP dominates the decrease in ICNC and the mean
τ is highest although the cloud is not as large in its horizontal
extent. For the cold case the decrease in IWP dominates the
strong increase in ICNC and the optical depth decreases compared to the reference case. Thus temperature changes inside
the ISSR change the optical depth of the cloud by changing
the IWP and ICNC. This example points out that changes
in IWP strongly dominate the behavior of τ and cannot be
compensated by changes in ICNC. Only for the highest temperature (T = 230 K), sedimentation becomes important. The
increased sedimentation leads to a reduction of the horizontal extent of the cloud and the IWP and could therefore also
lead to a decrease of τ .
When the initial supersaturation is increased to 130%,
more water vapor is available and the IWP is higher than in
the reference case. In the warmest case (T = 230 K) the crystals start to sediment. However, there still remain some ice
crystals in this case (Rhi = 130%, T = 230 K) and the mean τ
decreases compared to the case where T = 220 K and is even
lower than for the cold case. This is caused by the fact that
τ is still higher than 0.03 and is therefore taken into account
for the calculation of the mean value of τ . In contrast, in
the case where Rhi = 120% the crystals sediment completely
leading to a higher mean value of τ but a smaller horizontal
extent. Thus if the increase in temperature is strong enough
and the initial ice supersaturation is high, the increase in τ
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7825/2009/
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due to more IWP is not necessarily the dominant effect anymore as the cloud ice is reduced due to sedimentation and
the optical depth is reduced. As a temperature increase of
10 K inside the ISSR may not be realistic for a future climate, we can conclude that the increase in IWP at warmer
temperatures and constant relative humidity and the resulting increase in optical depth is the dominant process. However, it has to be considered that the opposing effect of a
reduced optical depth due to sedimentation is also possible.
If the supersaturation is reduced to 110%, a slightly different picture shows up. As the initial RHi is relatively low, the
difference in IWP between the different temperatures is not
as much pronounced as for high RHi. Therefore the reduction in ICNC due to warmer temperatures is not completely
compensated by the increase in IWP and the resulting τ for
the warm case is slightly lower than for T = 220 K but still
higher than for the cold case.
4.1.3

Change of height of the ISSR

In a changing climate an increase in moisture is expected.
This increase influences the propagation of gravity waves in
the atmosphere and leads to an increase of the vertical wavelength of the waves, which means that the ISSR shifts to a
different position in the wave. Therefore, we investigated
the changes of the formation of orographic cirrus due to a
change of the height of the ISSR which corresponds to a different position in the wave phase compared to the reference
case. The different heights of the ISSR can be seen in fig.5.
The height of the ISSR is chosen in a way that the temperatures inside the low/high ISSR amount to 230/210 K for a
better comparison to the other cases discussed in Sect. 4.1.2.
In the case of the high and low ISSR the maximum vertical
velocities are lower than in the reference case and decrease
from 0.8 m s−1 to 0.6 m s−1 . Furthermore, for the low case,
the air first has to pass a region of strong downdraft before it
reaches the updraft region where a cloud can form. Figure 7
shows the results for the three different heights of the ISSR.
The left panel shows the results when the ISSR is shifted
to a higher/lower position so that the temperature inside
the lower/higher ISSR amounts to 210 K/230 K, respectively.
The initial supersaturation is 120%. Due to the decrease in
temperature at constant RHi the IWP decreases strongly for
the high ISSR. However, no cloud forms when the ISSR is
at its low position. Although the vertical velocity in the high
and low case are nearly the same, the net lifting of the air in
the low case is much less. Therefore the critical supersaturation for the homogeneous freezing is not reached and no
cloud forms. For the high case the initiation of the freezing
event is shifted ∼10 km upstream due to the backward shift
of the waves crest with height. The ICNC shows a strong increase for the high case as the temperature inside the ISSR is
T = 210 K. We again observe that the decrease in IWP due to
the colder temperature is the dominant effect and the resulting optical depth is decreased. The middle panel shows the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7825–7845, 2009
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Fig. 7. OpticalFig.
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4.1.3 Change of height of the ISSR
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at theand no new crys−1 and −0.5 m s−1 in the A1B0 and
tals can be formed. Additionally they grow large enough to
fore only reach +0.6
m
s
end of the century. However, the mean optical depth is largest for the A1Bmin simulation. This is
sediment out and thus represent a sink for the water vapor.
A1B9 scenario. However, the gravity wave for A1B9 is
caused
by
a
strong
increase
in
IWP
but
a
small
decrease
in ICNC.
However
in this case no reduction of the horizontal extent of
slightly weaker then for A1B0 as the vertical profile for
the
cloud
can be
seen asasthe
differences
in temperatures are
In the
summer
caselevels
a slightly
picture emerges. The IWP
increases
again
more water
A1B9 is less stable
in the
lowest
and different
the horizontal
much
weaker
here
than
in
the
idealized
simulations.
The rerow).
wind speed is smaller
Fig. 8, second
vapor(see
is available.
However,
ICNC also increases very strongly although the temperature is much
sulting
optical
depth
shows
an
increase
for
the
A1B9
case.
In order to
investigate the changes in cirrus cloud prop410 warmer in the A1B9 case. This can be explained here as follows: The critical supersaturation for the
Thus,
the
increase
in
IWP
dominates
over
the
reduction
of
erties in a changing climate, again the vertically integrated
initiation
of
the
homogeneous
freezing
process
decreases
with
increasing
temperature.
Therefore,
the
ICNC
and
the
resulting
cloud
is
optically
thicker
in
the
ice crystal number concentration (ICNC), the ice water path
A1B9 case. This behavior shows that the thermodynamical
(IWP) and the optical depth are calculated. Figure 10 shows
the results for the two simulations after 5 h for summer and 18 changes are more important than the dynamical changes for
this particular case.
winter.
An orographic cirrus cloud develops above the mounIn order to estimate the effect of the uncertainty in the pretain top in both seasons. As the downdrafts of the gravity
dicted warming on the formation of orographic cirrus and to
waves are not very strong, the crystals survive this downevaluate if changes due to the uncertainty in the predicted
draft and are advected more than 150 km downstream. There
warming are bigger than the changes from current to future
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7825/2009/
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Fig. 11. Flow regime
South
America
afterAmerica
t = 10 h for
thet =initial
profiles
of A1B0
(right)
and A1B9(right)
(left) and
for winter
(JJA, upper panels)
Fig. 11.for
Flow
regime
for South
after
10h for
the initial
profiles
of 2001-2010
2090-2099
and summer (DJF, lower panels). Grey lines denote the lines of potential temperature, colors indicate the vertical velocity. The black box
(left)for winter (JJA, upper panels) and summer (DJF, lower panels). Grey lines denote the lines of potential
shows the initial position of the supersaturated layer.
temperature, colors indicate the vertical velocity. The black box shows the position of the supersaturated layer.

climate, additional simulations have been performed. From
In the summer case a slightly different picture emerges.
dry simulations
show
thethe
opposite
results with a decreased
optical
depth in
the regional climate
projections
from
IPCC (Christensen
The IWP
increases
as future.
again more water vapor is available.
et al., 2007) the minimum and maximum warming for the reHowever, ICNC also increases very strongly although the
SouthforAmerica:
jump
gion of 450
South 5.3
America
summerhydraulic
(DJF) and
winter (JJA)
temperature is much warmer in the A1B9 case. This can
has been taken. For winter (JJA) the predicted increase
be explained here as follows: The critical supersaturation for
in surface temperature
over the
land
varies
K andin a different
the initiation
of the homogeneous
freezingwith
process decreases
To investigate
effects
of between
a warmer1.7
climate
flow regime,
additional simulations
3.6 K. The initial
profile
used
in
the
simulation
before
is
with
increasing
temperature.
Therefore,
in
the upper part of
an increased mountain height have been performed. The increase in mountain height leads to higher
based on the ECHAM A1B simulation and shows an increase
the ISSR the critical supersaturation is only exceeded in the
Froude numbers
the Southern
flow becomes
non-linear. Figure
11 A1B9
shows case
the resulting
flow start
regime
in surface temperature
of 2.1 K and
for the
Hemisphere.
warmer
and crystals
to after
form.t In the colder
Therefore two= additional
been
where
the critical
supersaturation
10h for thesimulation
beginning have
and the
end performed
of this century A1B0
for the case
winter
and summer
months.
Due to the is higher, the
where we added/subtracted +1.5/−0.4 K to the temperature
relative humidity with respect to ice stays below the critical
455 changes in moisture one could expect a shift to a more linear regime as the onset of gravity wave
profile T (z)A1B9 in order to obtain the extreme values of the
value and no crystals can form. This increase in IWP combreaking change.
is delayed
(Jiang,
2003).itHowever,
since inbined
our case
are weak
this increase in
predicted temperature
For
simplicity
is assumed
withthe
anchanges
increaseininmoisture
ICNC leads
to a strong
that the stability
remains
the
same
as
in
A1B9
but
only
the
optical
depth
from
0.08
to
0.87
in
the
A1B9
effect cannot be seen here. The resulting flow regimes are very similar, only a slight increase case.
in This effect
temperature changes. This assumption is justified as the dymight be strongly influenced by the use of mean profiles. If
the are
vertical
wavelength
from A1B0
to A1B9
seen
for the winter
which is caused
by would have
namical changes
negligible
here. Figure
10 (left
panels)can bethe
variability
of themonth
meteorological
conditions
the increase
in moisture.
resulting
optical depthbeen
of the
cirrus
clouds
for the
four of
simulations
is arise where
shows the results
for the minimum
andThe
maximum
predicted
taken
into
account,
plenty
cases would
temperature
change
for
the
winter
months.
the
nucleation
threshold
would
be
exceeded.
460 shown in figure 12. As the flow needs a spinup time of ∼5 h in winter and ∼4 h in summer until it Thus, this results might overestimate the effect of climate change. ComA strong increase in IWP from the beginning to the end
stable, we can
show
time
optical
formonths,
both seasons.
We evaluate
pared
to thedepth
winter
the optical
depth is lower in sumof the century becomes
for all simulations
bethe
seen
as development
the temper- of the
ature increases.
also
leads
strong
reduction
The
similar stable.
for bothAscases
as seen
it is mainly detertheThis
results
after
t = to
5hafor
JJA and
after t =of4hthe
for DJFmer.
when
theIWP
flowisbecomes
can be
ICNC for all simulations whereas the decreases are most promined by the initial supersaturation. However, the ICNC is
very clearly, the resulting optical depth after t = 5h and t = 4h, respectively is higher for the A1B9
nounced for the A1Bmax simulation where the highest teman order of magnitude lower than winter. This is caused by
simulation.
Thus,
the same
features
as is
in much
the linear case
up.
The changes
in the
flow regimes
peratures are reached.
The
resulting
optical
depth
muchshow
lower
vertical
velocities
combined
with higher temperhigher for
all
simulations
at
the
end
of
the
century.
However,
atures
during
the
summer
months.
465 for the current and future climate are relatively weak, but due to the higher temperatures in a future
the mean optical depth is largest for the A1Bmin simulation.
For the summer months we also investigated the effects of
This is caused by a strong increase in IWP but a small dethe uncertainty in the predicted warming on the properties of
crease in ICNC.
20 orographic cirrus. Here, the predicted warming lies between
1.5 K and 4.3 K. The ECHAM A1B simulation predicts a
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7825–7845, 2009
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Fig. 12. Time development
of development
the optical depth
foroptical
the A1B0
(left)
simulations
for winter
(JJA, upper
panels) and summer
Fig. 12. Time
of the
depth
forand
the A1B9
A1B0 (right)
(left) and
A1B9 (right)
simulations
for winter
(DJF, lower panels). The triangle denotes the top of the mountain, and the black line shows the point in time when the flow becomes stable.
(JJA,
upper
panels)
and summer
(DJF,
lower
The triangle denotes the top of the mountain, and the
The small panels
show
the time
average
from 5–10
h and
4–10panels).
h, respectively.
black line shows the point in time when the flow becomes stable. The small panels show the time average from
5-10h and 4-10h, respectively.

surface warming of 2.0 K. Therefore we added/subtracted
∼8% from A1B0 to A1B9. In the summer months (DJF),
+2.3/−0.5 K to the original temperature profile of the sumthe vertical velocity decreases from A1B0 to A1B9. In commer months. climate
Again, we
forobtain
all A1B9
simulations
themore
optical
higher
temperatures
this leads
less ice
crystals but
ice waterbination
content with
and thus
a higher
optical depth
in bothto a strong redepth is muchseasons
higher.asThe
highest
optical
depth
is
reached
duction
in
the
ICNC
which
cannot
be
compensated
by the
shown in figure 13. As in the linear flow regime the thermodynamical changes dominate
for the A1Bmax case where the increase in temperature and
increased IWP. The optical depth is therefore lower in the
dynamicalAs
changes
for this
SouthICNC
American
In contrast
to the In
linear
flow regime,
here
the simulations,
hence IWP isthe
strongest.
mentioned
earlier,
in- case.
A1B9
simulation.
comparison
to the
moist
creases, as due
to
the
warmer
temperatures
the
critical
suthe
vertical
velocity
is
much
higher
in
the
dry case caused
optical depth is higher in summer. The changes in the flow regime between summer and winter are
persaturation is exceeded. The ICNC for A1Bmin is higher
by a more stable stratification. In contrast to the moist sim470 not as much pronounced here. The IWP increases and ICNC decreases from winter to summer as
than for A1B9 as the temperature is slightly lower which
ulations where the critical supersaturation is only exceeded
higher.ICNC
As again
the increase
the dominant
process,
optical
depth strongly inleads to morethe
icetemperatures
crystals. Theare
highest
is reached
in ininIWP
the is
A1B9
simulation
and thetheICNC
therefore
the A1Bmax case
where
the
critical
value
of
the
supersaturacreases
from
A1B0
to
A1B9,
in
the
dry
simulation nucleincreases from winter to summer.
tion is exceeded in a larger region than in the colder cases of
ation also starts in the A1B0 case as the vertical velocities are
In the dry simulations of the winter months the vertical
is higher
A1B9. As
here is
thestrong enough
A1Bmin and A1B9.
much velocity
higher such
that theinadiabatic
cooling
to exceed
. into account, the stratification
influencedry
of simulations
the additional
moisture
in the
future climate
is notScr
taken
The corresponding
show
a slightly
differIn general, we can state that for all moist cases the increase
ent behavior
shown
here).
thefollowed
winter months
(JJA),
475 (not
is more
stable
in For
A1B9
by higher
vertical velocities. Therefore the ICNC increases for
in IWP and hence the optical depth from the current to the futhe changes in the flow regimes from A1B0 to A1B9 are
A1B0 despite the higher temperatures. This meansture
thatclimate
in thisiscase
the dynamical
start in the results
the dominant
effect.changes
The changes
again very small. Higher temperatures thus lead to a strong
due
to
the
uncertainties
in
the
predicted
warming
are much
dominate.ICNC
Together
an increased
decrease in thetosimulated
and with
an increase
in the IWP
IWP.the optical depths is higher in the A1B9 simulation.
less than the changes from A1B0 to A1B9. However, the
However, the decrease in ICNC is more pronounced than in
dry simulations show the opposite results with a decreased
the moist simulation and cannot be compensated by the in- 21
optical depth in future.
creased IWP. The resulting optical depth therefore decreases
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7825/2009/
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Fig. 13. ICNCFig.
and13.
IWP
for the
and A1B9
averaged
overaveraged
t = 5–10 hover
for tJJA
and ht =for
4–10
for tDJF
for h
South America.
ICNC
andsimulations
IWP for theA1B0
simulations
A1B0
and A1B9
= 5-10
JJAhand
= 4-10
The triangle denotes the tip of the mountain.
for DJF for South America. The triangle denotes the tip of the mountain.

However, for the summer months, a reduction in the vertical velocity followed by a strong reduction
in the ICNC concentration can be seen. Here, the increased IWP cannot compensate this reduction
480

and the optical depth decreases from the present to a future climate.
5.4

North America: linear flow regime

Figure 14 shows the resulting flow regime for the moist simulations initialized with the IPCC profiles
for North America after t=5h for the winter month DJF. The moist vertical profiles averaged over
JJA for this region show an unstable region in the lower levels. Therefore no gravity waves develop
Fig. 14. Flow Fig.
regime
North America
afterAmerica
t = 5 h for
thet initial
profiles
of A1B0
(right)
and A1B9 (right)
(left). and
Grey2090-2099
lines denote the lines of
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for North
after
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andtemperature,
it isFlow
not regime
possible
to investigate
the
effect
ofThe
a changing
oninitial
the formation
constant485
potential
colors indicate
the vertical
velocity.
black boxclimate
shows the
position ofof
theorographic
supersaturated layer.
(left). Grey lines denote the lines of constant potential temperature, colors indicate the vertical velocity. The

cirrus clouds based on the ECHAM IPCC simulations. We therefore also looked at the results for

black box shows the position of the supersaturated layer.
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here.shiftsFig.
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in this cold
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regimescan
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very
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onlydifference
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changes
results of IWP, ICNC and optical depth for the Northern Hemisphere. The orographic cloud again
crease in the vertical
wavelength
from
A1B0
to
A1B9
can
be
dominate
the
dynamical
changes
for
this
South
American
temperature range than in the warmer southern hemispheric case and the reduction of the ICNC is
seen for the winter month which is caused by the increase in
case. In contrast to the linear flow regime, here the optical
more pronounced. However, the strong increase in IWP still dominates the reduction in ICNC and
depth is higher in summer. The changes in the flow regime
moisture. The resulting optical depth of the cirrus clouds for
22the
the resulting
optical
depth
the the
cloud
is higher
A1B9 simulation.
the four simulations
is shown
in Fig.
12.of As
flow
needs in
between
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5.3

In order to estimate the uncertainties in the predicted warming we again made some additional
Atmos. Chem.
Phys., 9, 7825–7845,
2009
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7825/2009/
simulations
where we used
the maximum and minimum temperature changes
predicted for the years
510

2090-2099. As the ECHAM A1B run predicts an increase of surface temperature of +4.5 K we
added/subtracted +1.3/-2.9 K from the ECHAM temperature profile T (z)A1B9 , based on the regional
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cannot compensate this reduction and the optical depth decreases from the present to a future climate.
5.4

North America: linear flow regime

Figure 14 shows the resulting flow regime for the moist simulations initialized with the IPCC profiles for North America
after t = 5 h for the winter month DJF. The moist vertical profiles averaged over JJA for this region show an unstable region in the lower levels. Therefore no gravity waves develop
and it is not possible to investigate the effect of a changing climate on the formation of orographic cirrus clouds
based on the ECHAM IPCC simulations. We therefore also
looked at the results for spring (March, April May) and autumn (September, October, November). For these seasons
the same features as for the winter months that are described
in this section are seen, and are therefore not shown here.
Again a gravity wave develops which propagates through
the whole troposphere. In the Northern Hemisphere the difference in temperature and moisture is more pronounced than
in the Southern Hemisphere. Therefore the influence of the
additional moisture is stronger. The static stability decreases,
as can be seen in the moist Brunt-Väisäla frequency in Fig. 8
(third row) and thus the amplitude and vertical velocity. The
maximum vertical velocity in the A1B0 simulation amounts
to 1.5 m s−1 , in the A1B9 simulation to 1.3 m s−1 . However, the vertical velocities inside the ISSR are only slightly
higher. The increase of the vertical wavelength is also much
more pronounced than in the southern hemispheric case and
the ISSR shifts in a different wave phase. Figure 15 shows
the results of IWP, ICNC and optical depth for the Northern
Hemisphere.
The orographic cloud again develops above the mountain
Fig. 15. Optical depth, ICNC and IWP for the Northern Hemitop
and has a horizontal extent of more than 150 km. In
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a higher temperature counteract for the process of ice nucleation, the ICNC nearly stays
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As the IWP increases for A1B9, the optical depth is also higher. If
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predicted for the years 2090–2099. As the ECHAM A1B
run predicts an increase of surface temperature of +4.5 K we
added/subtracted +1.3/−2.9 K from the ECHAM temperature profile T (z)A1B9 , based on the regional climate projections (Christensen et al., 2007). Again, the stability stays the
same. The results of this simulations can be seen in Fig. 15.
Due to the increase in vertical wavelength the air first
undergoes a stronger downdraft in the A1B9 simulation
before it is lifted. Thus, the net lifting is smaller in
A1B9 compared to A1B0 and the formation of the cloud is
shifted downwind. The temperatures inside the ISSR amount
to TA1B0 = 219.5 K, TA1B9 = 222.9 K, TA1Bmin = 221.1 K and
TA1Bmax = 225.4 K. The increase in temperature inside the
ISSR from A1B0 to A1Bmin is not much pronounced and
the increase in IWP from 6.7 g m−2 to 7.2 g m−2 is rather
weak. Therefore, the resulting optical depth for the A1Bmin
simulation is only slightly higher than in A1B0. When the
temperature is increased further, IWP increases strongly and
ICNC decreases. For these cases, the increase in IWP again
strongly dominates over the decrease in ICNC and the resulting cloud is optically thicker in a future climate. These
simulations combine the two effects of warmer temperatures
and a shift in the wave phase, also described in the idealized simulations. A warmer temperature does not necessarily lead to more ice water content. It also depends strongly
on the position of the ISSR in the wave phase. Additionally,
the reduction of the ICNC can be very strong in cases where
the vertical velocities in the ISSR decrease. Therefore, the
resulting optical depth is not necessarily higher if dynamics
dominate over the thermodynamical features.
The results of the dry simulations for the winter months
show an increased vertical velocity in the A1B9 simulation
which is mainly caused by the changes in the wind speed.
As an increased vertical velocity and a higher temperature
counteract for the process of ice nucleation, the ICNC nearly
stays the same for both simulations. As the IWP increases for
A1B9, the optical depth is also higher. If in the calculation
of the Brunt-Väisäla-frequency the moisture is not taken into
account, the profile is stable also during the North American
summer months and simulations for this case have been performed as well. The results show an increased ICNC caused
by changes in the flow regime and an increased IWP followed
by an increased optical depth for A1B9 (not shown).
5.5

North America: hydraulic jump

For the North American case we also changed the flow
regime by increasing the height of the mountain from 600 m
to 1850 m in order to obtain a non-linear flow regime. The
resulting flow is shown in Fig. 16.
In this case the changes in the flow regime are more pronounced than in the South American case. After a spinup
time of 3 h a reasonably stable flow regime develops. The decrease in stability leads to a slight increase in vertical wavelength and to a weak damping of the maximum vertical veAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7825–7845, 2009

locity. The time evolution of the flow (not shown here) shows
an increased vertical velocity in the first updraft region from
A1B0 to A1B9 and a decrease in vertical velocity in the second updraft region inside the ISSR. This feature is caused
by the increase in vertical wavelength. In order to assess the
changes in the optical properties of the cloud, we again show
the time development of the optical depth in figure 17.
The resulting optical depth does not show a strong increase
as in the South American case. This behavior can be explained with the simulated mean ICNC and IWP shown in
Fig. 18.
The IWP increases from A1B0 to A1B9 in the first updraft region, however, in the second updraft region, the IWP
decreases. ICNC increases from A1B0 to A1B9 for the first
updraft region, although there is a strong increase in temperature which would lead to a decrease in ICNC. However,
the dynamical changes are strong enough to overcompensate
this effect and the higher vertical velocity in the first updraft
region leads to an increase in ICNC. In the second updraft
region, we have a decrease in vertical velocity from A1B0
to A1B9 followed by a strong reduction in ICNC and IWP.
Therefore, the resulting optical depth is increased in the first
updraft region and decreased in the second updraft region.
Here, dynamics strongly influence the microphysical properties of the cloud and nearly offset the thermodynamical
changes. The optical depth averaged over the whole cloud
from 3–10 h increases ∼15% from 0.57 for A1B0 to 0.66 for
A1B9.
The dry simulation of the winter months shows a slightly
increased vertical velocity due to changes in the flow regime.
This leads to an increased ICNC. Thus again the dynamical
changes dominate the influence of the higher temperatures on
the ice crystal number concentration. The IWP increases as
well for A1B9 followed by an increased optical depth. We
also looked at the results for the summer months for this
dry simulation. Here the vertical velocity is much lower for
A1B9 again followed by a strong decrease in ICNC. The increase in IWP is however not strong enough to compensate
the ICNC reduction leading to a decreased optical depth for
A1B9.
In Tables 1 and 2 the results of the IWP, ICNC and optical
depth for all simulations (moist and dry) initialized with the
IPCC profiles are summarized.
As can be seen from these tables, all moist simulations
show an enhanced optical depth of the clouds in a future climate. The increase in IWP dominates in all cases over the decrease in ICNC. Thus, the dynamical changes are less important than the thermodynamical changes. This effect is more
pronounced for the non-linear flow regimes where a strong
increase of 17.2%, 15.6% and 15.7% is simulated. For the
dry simulations a different picture shows up. Especially for
South America, the dynamical changes start to dominate and
a reduced optical depth for the future climate is simulated.
For North America most of the simulations also show an increased optical depth for A1B9.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7825/2009/
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in the calculation of the Brunt-Väisäla-frequency the moisture is not taken into account, the profile
535

is stable also during the North American summer months and simulations for this case have been
performed as well. The results show an increased ICNC caused by changes in the flow regime and
an increased IWP followed by an increased optical depth for A1B9 (not shown).
5.5

North America: hydraulic jump

For the North American case we also changed the flow regime by increasing the height of the moun540

tain from 600 m to 1850 m in order to obtain a non-linear flow regime. The resulting flow is shown
in figure 16. In this case the changes in the flow regime are more pronounced than in the South
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Fig. 18. ICNC and IWP for the simulations A1B0 and A1B9 averaged over t=3-10 h for North America. The
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Table 1. ICNC, IWP and optical depth averaged over the whole cloud for all moist simulations initialized with the IPCC profiles. Values in
brackets denote the percental change compared to the associated A1B0 run.
Moist simulations
South America

ICNC [109 m−2 ]

IWP [g m−2 ]

optical depth

A1B0 – linear, winter
A1B9 – linear, winter
A1Bmin - linear, winter
A1Bmax - linear, winter

1.25
0.87 (−30%)
0.92 (−26%)
0.71 (−43%)

10.1
13.5 (+33%)
13.1 (+29%)
15.1 (+49%)

1.84
1.93 (+5%)
1.94 (+5%)
1.92 (+4%)

A1B0 – non-linear, winter
A1B9 – non-linear, winter

5.2
4.5 (−13%)

16.1
22.8 (+41%)

4.29
5.03 (+17%)

A1B0 – linear, summer
A1B9 – linear, summer
A1Bmin – linear, summer
A1Bmax – linear, summer

0.01
0.09 (+800%)
0.12 (+1100%)
0.12 (+1100%)

1.7
13.7 (+705%)
15.3 (+800%)
17.1 (+905%)

0.08
0.84 (+950%)
0.97 (+1112%)
0.98 (+1125%)

A1B0 – non-linear, summer
A1B9 – non-linear, summer

4.5
3.5 (−22%)

31.1
44.2 (+42%)

6.08
7.03 (+16%)

North America

ICNC [109 m−2 ]

IWP [g m−2 ]

optical depth

A1B0 – linear, winter
1.5
6.7
A1B9 – linear, winter
1.0 (−33%)
9.4 (+40%)
A1B
– linear, winter
1.4 (−6%)
7.2 (+7%)
e development of the optical depth for the min
A1B0 (left) and A1B9 (right) simulations. The triangle
A1Bmax – linear, winter
0.9 (−40%)
10.6 (+58%)

op of the mountain, and the black line shows the point in time when the flow becomes reasonably
A1B0 – non-linear, winter

0.28

5.2

pper panel shows the time averaged optical
fromwinter
3-10 h. In
the(−28%)
upper right panel
we also
A1B9 –depth
non-linear,
0.20
6.6 (+26%)

1.53
1.66 (+8%)
1.57 (+3%)
1.71 (+12%)
0.57
0.66 (+16%)

e averaged optical depth for the A1B0 simulation for a better comparison.

available at the warmer temperatures in the lower layer. The
layer which is shifted to a higher position and thus lower
temperatures shows a strong increase in ICNC. The optical
depth for the highest layer is therefore higher than for the
lowest layer although the IWP is much less. If the temperature inside the ISSR is increased due to a shift of the initial
temperature profile or due to a change of the height of the
ISSR, the resulting IWP and optical depth for the temperature shift are much higher than for the change of the height as
the ISSR occurs in a different phase of the wave. In general,
when the temperature increases at a constant relative humidity, the following increase in IWP and optical depth is the
dominant process. The decrease of ICNC which would lead
to a decrease in optical depth cannot compensate the effect
of an increased IWP.

For the simulations with the IPCC profiles it seems that under the assumption of a constant relative humidity in a changing climate (Held and Soden, 2000), the increase in IWP due
to the increase in humidity and temperature is the dominant
effect. All moist simulations for the linear as well as the
non-linear flow regime for both seasons show the same behavior with an increase in optical depth for the end of the
Fig. 18. ICNC and IWP for the simulations A1B0 and A1B9 avcentury.
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eraged
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The triangle
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t=3-10the
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tip of the mountain.
tes the tip of the mountain.
the increase in moisture and the following change in the flow
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oud from 3-10 h increases ∼ 15% from 0.57 for A1B0 to 0.66 for A1B9.

ulation of the winter months shows a slightly increased vertical velocity due to changes
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Table 2. ICNC, IWP and optical depth averaged over the whole cloud for all dry simulations initialized with the IPCC profiles. Values in
brackets denote the percental change compared to the associated A1B0 run.
Dry simulations
South America

ICNC [109 m−2 ]

IWP [g m−2 ]

optical depth

A1B0 – linear, winter
A1B9 – linear, winter

0.5
0.3 (−40%)

8.4
10.2 (+22%)

1.14
1.04 (−9%)

A1B0 – non-linear, winter
A1B9 – non-linear, winter

11.5
20.7 (+80%)

13.9
30 (+116%)

4.95
9.94 (+101%)

A1B0 – linear, summer
A1B9 – linear, summer

0.6
0.2 (−67%)

16.5
17.9 (+9%)

1.93
1.36 (−30%)

A1B0 – non-linear, summer
A1B9 – non-linear, summer

12.5
3.6 (−71%)

21
31.2 (+48%)

6.92
5.67 (−18%)

North America

ICNC [109 m−2 ]

IWP [g m−2 ]

optical depth

A1B0 – linear, winter
A1B9 – linear, winter

1.1
1.09 (-1%)

7.5
10.9 (+46%)

1.48
1.86 (+26%)

A1B0 – non-linear, winter
A1B9 – non-linear, winter

5.5
6.9 (+25%)

6.8
12.1 (+78%)

2.19
3.73 (+70%)

A1B0 – linear, summer
A1B9 – linear, summer

0.05
0.14 (+180%)

4.8
13.8 (+187%)

0.29
0.96 (+231%)

A1B0 – non-linear, summer
A1B9 – non-linear, summer

1.2
0.3 (−75%)

6.5
8.8 (+35%)

1.18
0.77 (−34%)

regime is much more pronounced and the effect of an in- Vertical velocity
+ Vertical velocity
+ Temperature (RH=const.)
creased IWP at constant RHi is not dominant anymore. However, if the temperature increase from A1B0 to A1B9 is large
enough the increase in IWP dominates again and the optical depth increases from A1B0 to A1B9. This North American example shows that changes in the dynamics regime
- ICNC
- ICNC
+ ICNC
+ IWC
can become important and can contribute to changes in the
IWP, ICNC and optical depth. In the dry simulations the
dynamical changes become important. For South America,
most simulations show a decreased optical depth caused by
smaller vertical velocities which lead to a strong reduction
- optical depth
- optical depth + optical depth
+ optical depth
in the ICNC in A1B9. However, most of the simulations
for North America show the same behavior as their corresponding moist simulations. This means that most simulaFig. 19. Schematic of possible dynamical and thermodynamical
tions point into the direction that the increase in IWP is the
changes in orographic cirrus clouds in the future climate and the
most dominant effect and that the change in the
flow regime
Fig. 19. Schematic offollowing
possiblechanges
dynamical
and thermodynamical
in orographic
in microphysical
and opticalchanges
properties.
The ef- cirrus clo
and vertical velocities play a secondary role here. All these
fect
dominating
most
of
the
simulations
is
highlighted
in
red.
future
climate
and the following changes in microphysical and optical properties. The effect domina
effects and their influence on the microphysical
and
optical
properties are summarized in Fig. 19.
of the simulations is highlighted in red.

The predicted increase in temperature in the IPCC simumake more quantitative conclusions additional simulations
lations are small enough that the reduction of the horizontal
are necessary. The use of mean vertical profiles for initialanymore. However, if the temperature increase from A1B0 to A1B9 is large enough the in
extent or lifetime of the cloud due to sedimenting ice crystals
izing the model implies some problems as the change in miIWPit dominates
and the optical
depth
increases
A1B0flow
to A1B9.
does not occur in our simulations. Nevertheless
cannot be again
crophysical
properties
generated
byfrom
the mean
does notThis North A
ruled out completely.
equal
the
mean
change
in
microphysical
properties
whichand can con
example shows that changes in the dynamics regime can become important
These simulations only represent first ideas about the behavwould be generated by all different flow regimes occuring
changes
in thetoIWP,inICNC
and optical
depth. Inthe
theassumption
dry simulations
the dynamical change
ior of orographic cirrus in a changing620
climate.
In order
ten years.
Additionally,
of condensation
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This means that most simulations point into the direction that the increase in IWP is the mo
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occuring everywhere in the moist simulations and neglecting it in the dry simulations represent only the two extreme
cases whereas in many cases the reality might be somewhere
in between. Nevertheless, we could show that we can expect
an influence of the changing climate on the microphysical
and optical properties of orographic cirrus clouds. As the
cirrus cloud cover over continents which are formed due to
orographic forcing is quite substantial (Dean et al., 2005),
a strong influence on the radiative budget can be expected.
In order to make reliable predictions of the change in cirrus
cloud cover and microphysical properties the change in atmospheric stability caused by an increased moisture and its
influence on the flow regime as well as the change of the temperature and water vapor in the upper troposphere have to be
considered.
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